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Monday, 30 November 1908. 

Dr. VENN, President, in the Chair. 

F. BLIGH BOND, F.R.I.B.A., read the following paper, which 
was profusely illustrated by lantern slides and original drawings, 

ON THE SCREENS OF CAMBRIDGESHIRE. 

PART II. 

The present article is supplementary to that which appeared 
in the last number of these proceedings, and will offer a more 
detailed study of the several examples of screenwork remaining 
in the county, with an annotated list of the screens still 
surviving, and those which are recorded as standing in the last 
century. 

There appear to be in all approximately sixty examples of 
ecclesiastical screenwork still preserved, but of these a large 
number are more or less fragmentary, and in some cases only, a 
few of the dado panels or tracery heads of the lights are left to 
indicate the nature of the original work. It is sad to think 
how much has disappeared during the latter half of the nine-
teenth century, and one could wish that the excellent work 
done by the Camden Society in its early days and the 
enthusiasm which was then shewn could have been maintained 
in later years. It is to be feared however that for a long time 
past the interest in these beautiful works has slumbered, and 
acts of vandalism on the part of local clergy or churchwardens 
have been possible, which could not have taken place had an 
adequate degree of interest or watchfulness been maintained by 
the antiquaries in the county. The list of screens which have 
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disappeared since the middle of the nineteenth century is a 
considerable one and includes the following examples: 

Cambridge, St Andrew-the-Less. 
St Clement (Post-Reformation). 
St Michael. 

Chesterton (removed). 
Haddenham 
Hardwick (Post-Reformation). 
Haslingfield. 
Hauxton. 
Isleham (Post-Reformation). 
Kirtling. 
Leverington. 
Littleport. 
Lolworth (removed). 
Oakington. 
Orwell. 
Outwell. 
Sawston. 
Shelford, Little (mural- screen). 
West Wickham (removed and part destroyed). 

Of the foregoing those marked (removed) have been pre-
served, but the rest . it is feared have entirely disappeared. 
With regard to the screen at Outwell, this was a fine work and 
standing at 'a recent date, but I am definitely informed by the 
Vicar that no trace of it is left. 

There are also three or four screens not mentioned above of 
which I have been unable to obtain information and it is 
possible that the  list I give of screens destroyed during the 
nineteenth century may require to be enlarged. 

Date and Style of Cambridge Screens. 

- The earliest screen remaining in thecounty is the north 
parciose at Willingham, which is of the earliest curvilinear 
type. The remains of the rood-screen at Wentworth indicate. 
a date not much later (fig. 10). A third screen of early date is 
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the rood-screen at Guildén Morden which cannot be much later 
than 1350. These works all shew slender turned shafts in lieu 

Chatteris 
'0 

• 	I It 	yiiaia M 
Guilden Morden 

• FIG. 1. 
C. A. S. Comm. VOL. XIII.. 3 
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i1 Moulded *iuilions 1o' the tracery his and in thiS feature 
:wé.Mve a:ver sure indication of an. early date. The majority 
of the remaining examples seem a good deal later. 

We next have a variety of screenwork exhibiting tracery of 
late Decorated type within a rectangular framework as found in 
the rood-screen at Chatteris (fig. 1) and in the tower-screen 
at Guilden Morden (fig. 1). Here we have the arched, head 
within a rectangle. ,  This screen may be ascribed to a date late 

Chippenham 

FIG. 2a. 

in the fourteenth century, as may also be that of Bassingbourne, 
which has distinctly Decorated:  tracery, but is constructed for 
vaulting. Next we have to consider a number of screens 
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exhibiting an early variety of Perpendicular. design in their 
tracery, those of Doddington (fig. 5) and Stretham (fig. 9) being 
examples of this. The Perpendicular style was in vogue in 
certain districts by th-e middle of the fourteenth century, when 
the choir of Gloucester Cathedral had been altered and was a 
work of great repute in the architectural world of that period. 
In these screens we find the Perpendicular tracery co-existing 
with some marks of early date, and there is no reason to 

p 	 '*L 

- 	 Wilburton 
Fm. 2b. 

suppose that screenwork of the Stretham or Doddington type 
need be any later in date than the close of the fourteenth 
century, although it is quite probable that this variety of design 

- 	 3-2 
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would, have 'held the, field for quite half a century, and the date 
which has been given for the Stretham screen (1440) is there-
fore quite a reasonable one. As will be seen from the drawings 
some Of the heads are set in a rectangular framework to take 
a plain coved head, whilst others, like Chippenham and Wi! 
burton (fig. 2), are designed for vaulting. The detail of the 
carved enrichment varies in each case and some is extremely 
good. At Wilburton the feathered cuspings are duplicated as 
they are in some of the finest Norfolk work; both here and at 
Stretham the crocketing is extremely good, and shews . much'  
variety. This pattern of screenwork may be regarded as the 
principal or dominant type in the county. 

Another class of design is shewn in the screens at Soham, 
Comberton, and Bourne, in which the principal openings have 
a different proportion, being wider and sjorter, and are sub-
divided with tracery mullions, a notable feature being the 
heavy ogee canopy which 'spans each opening, adding great 
richness to the tracery above and 'below. The screen at Soharn 
appears earlier than the 'other two mentioned, and the tracery 
is not so severely Perpendicular. 

The screens at Bassingbourne and Cheveley are difficult to 
class, as they ,have features quite unlike any other screens 
remaining, their date is probably late fourteenth century. The 
screen' at Melbourne is also quite unique, in design, but it has 
heavy canopies in the tracery heads which recall in some 
measure the design of the Bourne and Comberton screens. 
Baisham is another screen with Perpendicular tracery of a 
peculiar pattern; the date of the work is said to be 1401, but a 
comparison of the design with that of some of the screens of 
the Stretham class gives rise I to a doubt as to whether the 
work is not later in date, as it is so much more formal in design 

And mechanical in detail. A simple type' of Perpendicular 
work is seen in the screens at Over, Teversham, and .Stow-cum-
Quy; these are probably early fifteenth century, but their 
design does not call for much remark. Some 'of the later 
screens are very simple in design, such as those at Pampisford, 
St Botolph (Cambridge), and Litlington, all probably late 
fifteenth century work. It is unfortunate that in nearly every 
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case the carved enr'ichme'nts of the cornices 'are missing, and 
there is no doubt that the iconoclasm of the Puritans was 
responsible for this; the' destruction of the upper parts of the 
screens in their day was no doubt far more complete in thi s  

part of the country than in the more favoured districts of the 
west and south-west of England. 

Fainted Screens. 'Traces of painted figure panels are rare 
in the county, but. from the' large amount of ancient cOlour sifil 
remaining on many of the screens it would appear that they 
were very' generally painted and relieved with gilding, the 
panels being 'diapered 'with' various' simple patterns. The, 
following is a list of 'screens on which ancient colour is either 
retained or known to have existed: 

Balsham. 	* ' 	 '. Horningsey. 
• Barton. 	 HorsOheth. 
• Bourne. 	- 	 Ickleton.. 

Caldecote. ' ' 	 ' 	Kennett. 
'Cambridge, St Andrew-the-Less. 	Oakington. 

• 	,,' 	Holy Trinity. 	 Outwell.' 
'Cherry-HintOn. • 	 Shelfcird, Great 
•Cheveley. 	 Soham. 
Comberton. ' 	 ' Teversham. 
Coton. 	' 	 Trumpington. 
Foxton. 	 Whittlesea. 

• Fulbourne. 	 ' 	' 	Willingham. 
• 	Guilden Morden.  

• There are some remains of figure panels at Guilden Morden 
and one or two of those formerly at Fulbourne are preserved. 

Apertures in Screens. The lower panels of the rood-screens 
and parclose-screen's in various parts of the country. are often 
found to be perforated with small openings capable Of being 
used either as squints or, as would appear in some cases,-,for 
confessional purposes. These are sometimes quite roughly 
pierced in the panels, and at other times are more regularly 
placed and appear 'to form part of the design. There, are 
specimens of the former kind at Guilden 'Morden, and some 
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varieties of the latter sort are preserved in this county. At 
Bassingbourne, the two comparts of the dado immediately 
north and south of the central opening are entirely pierced, 
and in the screen at Over the whole series of lower panels 
are open as they are at Parham, Suffolk, and a few other 
places, but this is a rare type. 

Another arrangement which is found in the county is that 
of the double dado rail containing openings in the form of a 
continuous series of quatrefoils. We have these at Foxton, 
Pampisford, and Cherry-Hinton. The object of this design 
seems to be to make it possible for persons kneeling at the 
screen to see through without bringing the dado so low as to 
destroy the good proportion of the screen itself. 

Restorations and Modern Screens. A few words must be 
said on the 'subject of modern work in this county. It is 
gratifying to find that in one important respect the work of the 
Camden Society has left its mark; this is in regard to the 
arrangement of the chancels. In quite a large number of 
cases, as compared. with other counties, the chancel stalls are 
found in good order, properly arranged according to the ancient 
custom, and returned at the west end against the screen. A 
fair number of ancient stalls have been retained : the best are 
to be found at Baisham and Burwell, and in other cases good 

-modern work has been supplied. 
A few of the high screens have also received careful atten-

tion, and one or two satisfactory restorations have been made; 
one of the most complete being that at Wilburton, where the 
vaulting, cornices, and crestings have been very satisfactorily 
restored. At Willingham the restoration of all three screens 
has been carried out in a most praiseworthy manner, but' here 
the rood-screen is still imperfect being minus its canopy and 
cornices. Various restorations of the same sort have been 
made- -at Stretham, Gamlingay, Burwell, and other places, but 
the effect of repairing the heads of arcaded screens with flat 
spandrels instead of vaulting, as at Gamlingay, leaves much to 

• be desired. At Foxton' the reconstruction of the upper part of 
the screen is by no means happy, and no attempt seems to 
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have been made to reproduce the character of old screenwork, 
vide the row of skeleton arches which rise above a horizontal 
member in the head of this design. - 

There are several screens which have been erected  entirely 
anew within recent years and some of these are of fairly good 
character though they all seem wanting in that feature. which 
is most necessary for good effect, namely ...a sufficiency of solid 
material in the framework and awant of ,  subordination 

V 
in the 

tracery. 
V 

In the old work the tracery heads as compared with 
the main framings are light and delicate, in the new both 
tracery and framework are very much alike in thickness and• 
section, and this fault destroys the appearance of strength and 
refinement. One of the best modern works is the screen at 
Coveney, the work of the Vicar, who was himself trained as an 
architect in his earlier days. Here it need hardly be said no 
such blunder has been committed. The reconstructed screen 
at Burwell is also - to be commended in this respect. Another 
excellent work is the new rood-screen and traceried rood-loft at 
Swaffham Prior. This, with its rood and images of excellent 
design, is amongst the most satisfactory specimens. we ..have of 
modern screenwork. V The -restoration of rood  and statuary over 
our screens, and the provision of lofts for that purpose, aie 
matters about the desirability ,  of which churchmen would 
scarcely agree, but as the principal - use of the loft •  over, the 
chancel screen, both before and aft the V 

Reformation, was that 
of VaV musicians or singers gallery, the reconstruction of the lofts 
may be considered with this object in view; and occasionally 
there may be great advantage in the removal of the organ..

..w, -if 

'" 
.

the -floor of the church to a 'position above the screen. These 
instruments, Which are frequently much larger than they need,  
be, are too often permitted to block the end of an aisle, or -side 
chapel, where they are both unsightly and obstructive. Over 
the screen both objections may be neutralised. At St Ives, 
Hunts, the organ, which is a large and handsome instrument, 
has been placed with excellent effect over a fine modern rood"'. 
screen. At Coton this ancient custom has also been revived, 
and when the reconstruction of the 'loft; with its traceried 
front, has been achieved, will form a most agreeable feature in 
the church. 	 - 	

V - 
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LIST OF SCREENS SURVIVING OR RECORDED IN CHURCHES 

OF CAMBRIDGESHIRE. - 

Baisham. The rood-screen remains in a singularly perfect 
state, and retains its canopy and cornices on both sides. Only 
the balcony fronts of the loft are missing. The stairs to the 
loft are on the south side, the upper door appearing in the 
south wall of the chancel just eastward of the arch. ,The width 
of the rood-loft floor is six feet, outside measurement. 

The screen is of Perpendicular design, rather peculiar in 
detail, and is said to date from 1401. The tracery heads of the 
fenestrations are curious and are so arranged that a part only is 
visible from the west side. The canopy on the west is conoidal, 
and follows the curve of the arched tracery heads. On the east 
it is continuous (ovo-cylindrical or barrel-form) springing from 
a level horizontal line (see illustrations in Summer term 
section), and the tracery is ingeniously arranged to harmonise 
with this arrangement, the spandrels being visible from the 
east but not• from the west. 

The vaulting on the west side is enriched with diagonal 
ribs, and is carried out beyond the intersection of the conoids 
or fans, as a continuous flat rising as it comes outwards. 

The lower panels of the screen are traceried, but are not 
remarkable in design. / 

The whole screen is richly painted, and the colours, which 
were renewed about 50 years ago, are believed to represent the 
old ones. 
• There are a magnificent series of ancient stalls in' the 
chance!, returned on both sides against the screen. They 
retain their subsellae with carved misereres, twenty-six in 
number—i.e. ten on each side and three on each return. The 
stall backs are richly carved and specially worthy of note. 

Ecciesiologist, xxr. p. 173: Camden Society's Hints to Church Builders, 
1842: Dr J. C. Cox, F.S.A., in Church Times, Feb.—Mar. 1907. 

Barrington, All Saints. This church has lost its screen-
work, but the rood-loft stairs and doorway are retained on the 
south side of the archway. 
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On the north is a Jacobean pulpit with low tester, of fair 
character, with arabesque detail. 

The bench ends are very fine and may offer some indication 
of the class of work in the screen now gone. They shew sunk 
panels with' a double feathered trefoiled head, having foliated 
cusps and carved foliated spandrel pieces. 

Ecciesiologist, 'i. pp. 58, 59: 'Camden Soc. Eec. Guide, 1844. 

Barton. The screen is of a very fine type of early Per-
pendicular work, probably dating from about 1380, associated 
with some churches of East Anglia; 

Parallel designs may be found in Suffolk or Essex. 
It is of five divisions, the framework being rectangular in 

the heads. The lights are headed by enriched canopy-work, 
crocketed on the backs, above which appears some excellent 
tracery of the earlier Perpendicular type. Shields appear in 
the spandrels of the ogee canopies, and there is much interest-
ing detail in the door-head; upon the shields appear the arms 
of De Lisle, De Greville, De Vere, De Clare, Arundel, and See 
of Ely. 

The screen retains considerable traces of old colour. The 
ground-work of the lower panels is 'alternately red and green. 
The southern half has'-been renewed.' The tracery .of the lower 
panels is like that of Comberton with three little àrchlets over - 
a wide cinq-foiled arch. * 

This church dates from c. 1340, and is one of that type 
which presents a wide Wall space on the east wall of nave, on 
both sides of the chancel arch, and here were formerly altars, as 
at Ranworth, in Norfolk. It is lofty and aisleless, like many of 
the East Anglian churches of this type. 

The pulpit is a fine work of 1635, with carved tester having 
boldly designed pendants at the angles. 

Camden Soc. Guide, 1844, p. 22: 'Camden Soc. Hints to Church Builders': 
Brandon's Analysis of Gothic Ornament (plate). 

Bassinybourne. This fine church contains a rood-screen of 
singular appearance. It has seven 'main divisions. The tracery 
has been described as Perpendicular, but if so, it is very early 
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in the style,. and it contain s. features suggestive of fourteenth 
century design and workmanship.' The date 1370 seems 'a 
probable one. It is strangely, irregular in execution, and parts. 
are very unsymmetrical..' The lights are arcaded, as for a 
vaulted canopy, and each compartment is subdivided by a 
central mullion running into the head. All is solid over the 
tracery fork so that two smaller arched light are formed in 
each compartment (fig. 3).' / 

Fm. 3. 

This arrangement is most unusual. A special feature in 
this screen is found in 'the. pierced 'panels of the dado, on north 
and 'south of the èentral opening—the perforations are confined 
to the spaces 'immediately' adjoining the latter. The central 
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doorhead has a large ogee of many mouldings, with elaborate 
tracery above.  

All the vaulting and cornices are missing, and .their place 
supplied by a modern finish of flat spandrels and heavy, rather 
coarse, cornice work. The whole screen is painted brown,:and 
its appearance is much spoilt by this and the vandalism which 
has left such painful marks upon it. V  

It is probable that, there was a deep rood-loft west 'of this 
screen, with perhaps another screen in front of it. The nave, 
arcade starts about ten feet westward of the chancel arch on 
the north and south sides, leaving a blank space of walling 
before the screen su ggestive of room for chantry altars. 

There are rood-loft windows above, on both sides, and a 
stairway on the north of the chancel arch. 

The church contains a stone reredos of fourteenth century 
date, and many other features of interest. 

Camden Soc. Hints to Church Builders. 

Bottisham, Holy Trinity. (1) The chancel screen is of stone, 
and consists of three arched openings of equal height, with 
plain heads, enclosed by sunk stone spandrels, pierced by single 
quatrefoils. 

V 

The top of the screen has been altered by the removal of 
the original superstructure or parapet which was found to be 
much dilapidated in 1839. A new parapet was designed by 
Rickman, but on the score of economy this design was rejected, 
and the' moulded wooden bressummer, which had originally 
surmounted a wood screen which once traversed the church at 
a point to the westward of the stone screen, was fixed down 
upon the top of the stone screen, and the whole whitewashed over. 

The existence of this beam and the evidence of a former 
screen to the westward imply that a rood-loft once stood here; 
but at the present time nothing is left to indicate its presence. 

The authenticity of the two little arcaded breast-walls 
which fill the lower parts of the lateral openings, is doubtfuL 
Possibly there were originally solid sections of walling heTre, fOr 
altar-backs, or else these three arches were all open to the 'floor 
like those of Bardfield or Stebbing (Essex). 
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Mr Hailstone thinks that the stone screen may have been 
erected by Wm. Allington, Speaker of the House of Commons, 
whose altar-tomb with 'its stone canopy was once a feature of 
this church. 

(2) The eastern extremities of both aisles are now enclosed 
by wooden screens. These are of good design, with tracery of 
curvilinear type, and probably date from the middle of the 
fourteenth century. 

Bourne  
Fic+.4a. 

They have been in their present position since 1839, before 
which time they had been placed in a straight line aciosC the 
church. 

As they are so much lower than the stone screen, it seems 
improbable that any part of them could ever have formed the 
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westward supjiort of the rood-loft. It seems more probable 
that they were originally chañtry enclosures embracing the 
entire eastern bay of each aisle, just as we see them in so many 
other churches (Foxton, Willingham, Snailwell, etc.). They 
have been a good deal mutilated by shortening, to accommodate 
them to their present position. 

Ecciesiologist, XXI. p. 172: Camden Soc. Guide (1844), p. 47: Francis 
Bond, Screens and Galleries, pp.  8, 24, 25 (illustration): F. Bligh Bond and 
Dom Bede Camm, Roodscreens and Iloodlofts, pp.  42, 44 (illustration), 
55 (comparative diagram, No. 5): History of Bottisham., E. Hailstone 
(published by Cam. Ant. Soc.), pp.  20, 21, 34, 36, 37, and Supplement, p. ii. 

- 	 - 

Soham 
FIG, 4b. 

BOurne. The rood-screen is of very- good early: fifteenth 
century type, with tracery heads almost exactly like those at 
Comberton, and very similar to those of the parclose at Soham. 
(See figs. 4 a and b.) 
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It was originally also a screen of three divisions, as those 
are, but has undergone extensive alteration to adapt it to  the 
'dimensions of the new chancel arch, which is some feet wider 
than the ancient one. 

Like the screens at Comberton and Soham, it was also 
originally painted, but now no trace of colour or gold remain. 
Two additional bays have been added to the screen, one at each 
end, to make out the desired extra width, and these, thàugh 
'similar in design to the old, are narrower. 

The dadd-rail 'is unusually low,' and, the 1ighs are corre. )  
sjondiiigly elongated. In this respect it differs from Comberton 
screen, which has 'shorter openings. The door-head is well 
designed, with tracery both over and under the foliated canopy. 
This is different from Comberton. There is some good stall-
work in the chancel, with curious poppyheads, one of which 
bears a lettered inscription, with the date 1537. This is pro-
bably an importation from a larger church—the initials make 
it probable that the,stall may have come from Barnwell' Priory. 

The bench-ends exhibit the, same design as those of 
Comberton and this fact lends colour to the supposition that 
the work in both churches is contemporary, and designed and 
executed by the same hands. 

S. Kensington List of Fainted Screens, p. 303. 

Burwell. There are remains of the rood-screen, which dates 
from 1464. Nothing of the original work is now visible except 
the lower panels which contain good tracery heds. The whole 
of the upper part was reconstructed about 30 years ago, and 
may very probably offer a fair representation 'of its former 
character, since the work is extremely careful, and refined, and 
the whole effect excellent—though a little deficient in the 
depth of the cornices as is so frequently the case in Cambridge-
shire screens. The rood-loft door 'is on the N. side of chancel 
arch, about 16 feet from floor. 

Stalls. The stall-work in the chancel is' excellent, and 
.contain numerous old panels in the stalls themselves as well 
as in the backs. Misereres, among the finest in' the county, are 
mentioned in the Camden Society's Ecolesiological Guide, in 
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1844. The chancel' is a fine one, and the appearance of its 
fittings most dignified and appropriate to the stately character 
of the church. There is a good modern oak pulpit, and tower 
and vestry screens recently fitted in the west end of church. 

Galdecote, St Michael. The roodscreen, of simple and good 
design, is described as standing perfect in 1844, and then 
bearing traces of colour. S  

Paley, Eccles. Guide to Churches around Cambridge, p. 17: S. Kensington 
List of Painted Screens, p. 51: Camden Society's Guide, 1844. 

Cambridge, St Andrew-the-Less (Barnwell Church). The 
rood-screen, which bore traces of ancient colour, is now removed. 
A small fragment of its tracery is preserved in the University 
Museum of Antiquities. S 

S. Kensington' List, p. 52. 	 5 

Cambridge, St Botolph. The rood-screen is of plain oak, in 
good order, but much restored. It was formerly described as 
of four lights on each side of the doorway (Camden Society), 
but now shews three only. The tracery,  is of fairly• good 
fifteenth century character, with a row of small arched lights 
over a large foliated arch, as at Cherry-Hinton. This tracery 
is original but the cornice is new, and there is a fairly good 
rood, but without figure. The lower panels of the screen are 
decorated with modern paintings of angels. 

Atkinson and Clark' Cambridge, p. 136:' Camden Society's Hints to 
Church Builders. 	

S 	 - 

Cambridge, St Benedict. There are traces of a former mural 
screen, or screen wall with central archway, and hagioscopes, 
apparently of thirteenth century date, removed to make room 
for a wider chance! arch. 

They shew traces of colour decoration. It is probable that 
there were side altars here, and the archways over may have 
been simply recesses; as at Hauxton and elsewhere in.. the 
county. 

Atkinson and Clark's Jambriclge, P. 133.  
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Cambridge, St Clement. The chancel was formerly separated 
from the nave by a screen of Corinthian design. 

Atkinson and Clark's Cambridge, p. 138. 

Cambridge, St Giles. The chancel arch was narrow, with 
lateral openings, of eleventh century date, and is rebuilt in the 
new church. 

There are holes visible in the stonework of the arch, for the 
reception of the rood-beam, and there are traces of the partition 
or tympanum which filled the arch above it. The opening on 
N. side is a two-light Perpendicular fenestration with trefoi'led 
heads. The original form of that on the south is not known. 

Atkinson and Clark's Cambridge, pp. 142, 144. 

Cambridge, St Mary-the-Great. The contract for the 
erection of the rood-loft in 1522-3 is preserved, and it is cited 
in Atkinson and Clark's Cambridge descri6ed and illustrated, 
where an excellent description is given of its probable appear-
ance (pp.  148-9). 

The screen was destroyed, it is believed in the Elizabethan 
era, and its place taken by another, erected in 1640. This 
screen, togethOr with the old stalls, was. removed shortly after 
1735 (ibid. p.  150). 

Cambridge, St Mary-the-Less. The rood-screen, which was 
a work of the fifteenth century, has disappeared, but its doors 
exist in a mutilated form. The screen stood between the third 
and fourth bays of the nave. It is believed that two altars 
wereplaced against it in 1443; that on the north being in 
honour of St Mary Magdalen, and that on the south of St John 
the Evangelist. The screen was described by Cole in 1743 as 
a neat screen running right across the church and forming the 
division between nave 'and chancel, the Royal Arms being 
suspended over the screen doors. '• 

Atkinson and Clark's Cambridge, p. 156. 

Cambridge, St Michael. Ptior to the fire of 1849 an elegant 
oak screen separated the nave from the chancel. 

Atkinson and Clark's Cambridge, p.162. 
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Cambridge, Holy Trinity. A chancel scieen, painted and 
gilt, was standing some time in the eighteenth century. 

Atkinson and Clark's Cambridge, p. 169. 

Ohatteris. The chancel screen is of graceful design, con 
sisting of a series of tall rectangular lights, separated by 
slender mullions, grouped in a series of three lights, and two 
lights each, in compartments of the principal frameworks on 
each side of the Central doorway. V 

 V 

V The tracery is of fourteenth century character, and remark- 
ably beautiful (fig. 1). There 1S a carved cornice with the 
vine-leaf ornament, over which  appears a  modern and ,heavy 
battlemented top. 	V 	 V 	 V 	

V  V 
	

V 	

V V 

The doorway has an ogee head with large open cinqfoil, and 
four tracery divisions over, making fourteen in all. 	V 	 V 

V Cherry-Hinton. . The screen is of moderately good Perpen 
dicular work, with simple tracery. There is a double dado-rail 
with hagioscopic lights in quatrefoil tracery. The screen has 
undergone a great deal of restoration and a new canopy and 
corniceshave been added. The central and end bays are modern 
—the old portion consisting of the two two-light divisions on each 
side of the central doorway.: The hagioscope rail bears traces of 
an inscription in colour, and there are other remains of colour 
decoration indicating that this screen was once, a painted one. 

Cole, the Cambridge antiquary of the eighteenth century, 
gives full descriptions of a series, of paintings formerly to be 
seen upon this; screen, among which were figures of  Our Lady 
of Pity, St Mary Magdalen and other saints. J. Piggott, F.S.A., 
writing in 1869, mentions kneeling figures then visible of a V 

man and his wife (possibly the donors) with an inscription 
V accompanying them.  

Churches of Cambridge and the isle of Ely (1843-5): Cole's Antiquarian 
Notes (Add. MS. in Br. Mus.): -Dr J. C. Cox in Church Tises, Mar. 8, 1907. 

Chesterton. The rood-screen was standing until a compara-
tively recent date, but was removed by a late incumbent and 
placed in the vicarage barn;  where it is believed to be still 
preserved.  

	

C. A. S. Comm. VoL. XIII. V V 	
V 	 4 	V 
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Cheveley. The rood-screen remains in a fairly perfect state, 
but has suffered to some extent nineteenth century renovation. 
It is now placed within the eastern arch of the crossing. 
Attached to the nave side of the. western arch, some 16 feet 
in front of the screen, are 'a pair of stone brackets, apparently 
for the support of a rood-beam, or for statuary, but there are 
no remains of a screen at this point. These appear to be about 
9 feet from the floor. 

The rood-screen is of a rather curious design and consists of 
two divisions each side of the central opening, slender in pro-
portion, and having rectangular heads filled with tracery of late 
fourteenth century type. The door-head is a beautiful composi -
tion, with delicately feathered and pierced cusping in foliated 
canopy. The lower panels have some simple tracery, and it is 
believed that they formerly shewed traces of colour. Along 
the cornice, at head of screen, is a row of carved vine enrich-
ment. The screen is of tall proportion, rising for a height of 
nearly 14 feet to the level of the springing of the chancel arch; 
its width is just under 12 feet. - 

Notes by Rev. E. K. Douglas, Vicar: Ecelesiologist, xxi. p. 172: 
J. Piggott, F.S.A., in East Anglian Notes and Queries, 1869 (iii. p. 280). 

Chippenham. The rood-screen is a splendid piece of work 
of early fifteenth century type, in dark oak. 

Thh tracery is compound, shewing a series of finely-crock-
eted ogee heads superimposed upon a background of Perpen-
dicular tracery rather similar in design to that of the 
Haddenham and Barton screens. The detail is excellent. 

The lower panels are cinqfoiled with feathered cuspings 
and carved spandrels. The standards are well moulded and, 
exhibit buttress form attachments of good design, having 
pedestals thereon for statuettes. The heads are arçaded, and 
the screen was formerly vaulted and groined. 

The vaultings sprang from little shafts resting on the 
buttress slopes. These remain, but all the work above has 
been cleared away. 

S 

• 	The rood-loft was standing until- the beginning of the nine- 
teenth century, and is mentioned by Lyson. 
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The base of anOther screen of late Perpendicular work is 
standing in the' archway from S. aisle to S. chañcel, chapel. 
The work is very flat, and far inferior to that of the,. main 
screen. . 

The central compartment, which is a doorway, is apparently 
a,  post-Gothic imitation of the rest. 

The 'Tharp' pew is enclosed by oak screens of recent date. 
There are three old oak panels of fifteenth century date, 

now worked into the reading desk, and these are perforated in* 
"the lower part, and solid in the tracery heads. They appear to 
be part of the old rood-loft mentioned by Lyson. The work is 
rather-'rough in execution, and probably later than the screen. 

Ecclesz'ologist, xxi. (1860), p. 172: Lyson's Hag. Britt. (Oambs), p. 59. 

Gomberton, St Mary. This church possesses a rOod-screen 
- of very choice design. It is of three principal divisions, having 
heavy ogee canopies in the heads, with tracery of early fifteenth 
century character over same. Beneath the ogees in the lateral 
openings appear tracery forks, subdividing the bays, and each 
of the four lights thus formed is again traceried in the head 
and parted by a slender mulliOn. There is a good battle-
mented cornice but 'the enrichment has gone from the hollow 
beneath. The ogee over the doorway is cinqfoiled and finely 
feathered. ' In the spandrels appear small shields embossed 
with chevron and cross. The lower panels are traàeried as at 
'Coton and Barton. The main standards are boldly buttressed. 

The screen retains abundant traces of old colour, green, 
white, red 'and black—there is a twist of black and white on 
the bead work; 

The rood and figures were demolished by Dowsing, and for 
a long time the upper part of the screen was separated from 
the 1owe, and did duty as an altar screen, the lOwer alone 
remaining 'in situ.' This was so in Lyson's day. 

The carved and traceried 'bench-ends are an interesting 
feature of this,. church. ' They date probably 'from late in the 
fOurteenth century.  

The elbows were formerly ornamented with animal figures, 
cut away  by Dowsing.  

4-2 
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Some of the old chancel stalls survive, and have been 
restored. They follow the nave benches in their design. 

Camden Society's Ecciesiologist's Guide (1844), pp. 21, 22: Lyson's 
Hag. Britt. (Cambs), p. 59. 

Coton, St Peter. The rood-screen was in a great measure 
destroyed prior to 1844, when there remained fragments which 
at that time retained old colouring. In the lower panels which 
still exist this is not now evident, though it is said to have 
been twice renewed, and figures in the South Kensington list. 
This is one of the screens which had been cut down to the 
breast-rail, probably by some incumbent of Evangelical ten-.  
dencies, early in the nineteenth century. 

The panels have been restored, and incorporated with a 
new superstructure of good Perpendicular chracter. The old 
Jacobean gates of the screen are retained and have some good 
strap-hinges. The chancel stalls are.. Jacobean, with possibly 
some older work in .the poppyheads. They are returned against 
the screen. 

A rough gallery of some inferior wood is now erected over 
the screen and supports the organ, which has a good eighteenth 
century case of black oak. The benches of the church are of a 
good plain Perpendicular type, and fairly 'complete. 

Paley's Ecciesiologist's Guide (1844): S. Kensington List of Painted 
Screens, p. 76. 

Coveney. The fine rood-screen, of the Ickleton type, is 
modern, and was constructed from the designs of the present 
incumbent, who was at one time an architect. 

The work is well proportioned and the detail masculine and 
good. The standards are a faithful 'restoration from an old 
section discovered beneath .the floor of the church. 

There is a fine old Danish pulpit of the seventeenth century, 
painted with figure panels. 

The stalls are well arranged and returned against the screen, 
but all the work is modern. The detail is simple but good. 

The church .possesses some old sixteenth century. -bench-
ends of very unusual design. The poppyhea4s are very richly 
carved and all different. One shews the arms of Scrope. 
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'Ditton (Fen). See Fen Ditton. 

Ditton (Wood).' See Wood Ditton. 

Doddinyton. The chancel screen is of oak, and of a design 
somewhat similar to those of the Chippenham class' 	rather 
plainer. 	 * 

Fm. 5. 

It appears to be of the earliest Perpendicular type, and 
probably is no later than the end of the fourteenth century. 
The tracery heads contain trefoils in lieu of the customary 
quatrefoil. 
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The compound tracery has been restored, and the present 
ogee canopies are modern. 

Beneath them the head's' ,of the main lights are trefoiled, 
with subordinate cuspings. 

The piesent Vicar states that the screen was broil gAt from 
London about 50 years ago by Mr Peyton, but it .is not certain 
whether it originally belonged to this church. 

Dry Drayton. A screen of good Perpendicular work was 
in the church in 1842, but relegated to the belfry. 

Camden Soc. Hints to Church Builders. 

Emneth. The rood-screen is of Perpendicular type. 
J. Piggott, East Anglian. Notes and Queries, iii. (1869) 7  P. 280. 

Exnsng. The rood-screen has been swept away, but there 
remain two traceried panels now incorporated in the reading 
desk. These are of fifteenth century date, and very roughly 
cut, but of good design. 

FIG. 6, 

There is a fine old chaiicel stall remaining on the north 
side, having small poppyheaded ends, and a traceried front of • • 	fifteenth centurV date. 	• 	 .• 

The benches in the nave shew the linen-fold pattern in the 
ends. Those on the north side of the gangway are very rich 
and somewhat unusual. 
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Pen Ditton.' There was formerly a stone chancel-screen in 
this church, the surviving portions of which were removed 
some years ago to the west end of the church, when the 
restoration took place. 

Fordham. The screen-work has disappeared, but the church 
retains its old chancel stalls with subsellaë carved with shields 
and other designs. Also some good benëhes in the body of the 
church. 

Fowimere. The framework of the ancient rood-screen still 
stands. It is of early fourteenth century date, and is of three 
divisions. 

The head-beam is original, and exhibits a curious rude form 
Of battlementirig as its principal ornament. The heads of the 
divisions of the screen have been filled with some light tracery 
of modern appearance, not very satisfactory in character. 

Foxton. The rood-screen has been reconstructed, and is of 
nine divisions. The lower part is original, as are also a few of 
the uprights above, but the heads, with tracery and arcades, are 
modern, and not altogether satisfactory. There is a tympanum 
of plaster in wood framework over, which appears recent. 
Until a few years ago the lower portion only was standing. 

J. Piggott, East Anglian Notes and Queries, iii. (1869), p.  280. 

The lower panels are of good 'early fifteenth century design, 
with feathered trefoiled arched heads and carved spandrels. 
At the back one can see the marks of the old return stalls, 
four old poppyheads of which have survived. They have plain 
fleurs-de-lys, rather like those at Harlton. 

At the east end of the north aisle is a chantry chapel 
enclosed by screens of simple but good Perpendicular work, 
having tracery heads of four archlets over a feathered trefoiled 
oge arch. 

Fulbourne, All Saints. The existing rood-screen is practic-
ally modern. It is a florid and elaborate work, and certainly 
cannot be considered to represent in any degree the character. 
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of the ancient one, of which some poor vestiges remain in 
the lower panels. The design of the . superstructure exhibits 
the characteristic weakness of modern design, being unduly 
heavy in the tracery, and unsubstantial in the main framing, 
giving a poor effect in spite of the sugary richness of the 
detail. 

Two old panel paintings, probably from the ancient screen, 
are preserved in the Library. of Trinity College. They represent 
(1) Our Lord, (2) St Elizabeth of Hungary. 

Archaeological Journal (1874-5), Vol. xxxi. pp. 421-2, and Vol. xxxii. 
p. 133.. 

The pulpit is a beautiful work of the fifteenth century, aild 
is octagonal, with open panels, the hads canopied and trefoiled 
under, and the spandrels fihled' with figures of birds '(owls 
and finches) with bluebell and bladderwort, 'lions' heads, 
orchis,. etc. [The orchis also app,ear in the crocketing of 
Stretham screen.] 

The tower screen contains some old tracery heads in the 
lower panels. 

There are two good old poppyheaded stalls in the chancel, 
with traceried fronts, and others, plainer, in the chancel chapels. 
'At west end of church also are two old benches with square 
ends: ' 

• 	Gamlingay. 1. The rood-screen is a very fine work of tall 
and dignified proportions, consisting of five Aivisions of arcaded 
heads, containing tracery of the earliest Perpendicular type, 
probably dating from the latter part of the fourteenth century., 
The vaulting and cornice work are unfortunately destroyed, 
and the head of the screen has been repaired with plain flat 
spandrels and a simple moulded head, which rather detracts 
from the interest of the work. The lower panels of the screen 
are very fine. • 

•2. There is a ringer's gallery in the tower, the parapet of 
which is'composed of a piece of old fiftenth.century panelling 
containing tracery of the probable type which was.placed here 
when the church. was restored, and is believeJ to have come 
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from over the head of the rood-screen. An illustration' of this 
has already been given in the last number of these Proceedings. 

Ecciesiologist, xxi. p. 172: Dr J. C. Cox, F.S.A., in Church Times, Feb. 
1907. 

Girton, St Andrew. The rood-screen has been cut down to 
the dado-rail, and all the upper part is lost; some panels were 
remaining in 1884. The lower portion remains in a perfect 
state shewing two double compartments with traceried heads 
on each side of the central opening. The character 'of. the 
work appears to be early fifteenth century with excellent 
foliated canopies. The design is somewhat different to others 
in the county, and is allied in character to the, work at South 
wold and other Suffolk examples. The small strawberry-leaf 
cresting is seen here between the beads of the dado-rail as it is 
at Comberton. . -. 

Camden Soc. Guide, 1884, p. 10. 

Gransden, Little. The rood-screen is standing and is de-
scribed as being of Perpendicular character, with rich and 
elaborate tracery. 

Piggott, Camb. Ant. Soc. Guide, 1864, P. 6. 

Guilden Morden. '1. This church contains two screens, the 
principal one being the chancel screen of remarkable type, 
having few existing parallels. it is a double screen with a 
central opening about 6 ft. 9 in. in width, shewing no traces of 
doors, and two' lateral compartments increased by cancelli of 
fourteenth century tracery 'work, the 'enclosure being approxi-
mately 6 ft. 9 in. square from centre 'to centre :of  their moulded 
angle posts. The screen is framed in rectangular headed com-
partments within moulded heads, and till 'a comparatively 
recent date supported a level . floor with a flat ceiling below.. 
The parapet of the roodloft probably disappeared at the time 
of the Reformation..The stairs to the loft are in the southern 
angle of the chancel wall where the upper"door is still 'visible. 
The presence of the stone-built stair and the character of the 
screen-work suggest a date for this screen not 'much earlier 
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than the middle of the fourteenth century, and some points of 
detail, notably the cusping, appear later. The work was prob- 
bly executed about 1350. The screen was anciently painted 

and has been re-painted on the lines of the original design. 
The panels are mostly diapered but the figures are SS. Edmond 
and Erkenwold (two saints of great repute in East Anglia, part 
of those on the north side of the central opening on the west 
face of the screen). 

The following inscription in black letters is painted upon 
the rails of the central gangway north and south: 

Ad mortem duram Thu (Jesu) de me cape curam 
Vitam venturam post mortem redde securam 
Fac me confessum rogo Te Deus ante recessum 
Et post decessum coelo mihi dirige gressum. 

This inscription is somewhat differently written in Piggott's 
'Rood Screens of East Anglia,' and he makes it as follows: 	- 

Ad mortem Drn'na Thu de me ape curam 
.Vitam venturam post mortem redde securam 
Fac me confessum rogo Te Deus ante secessum 
Ut post decessum coelo michi dirige gressum. 

It has been translated by the Rev. E. Conybeare as follows: 

Jesu, in death's dark hour be Thou my friend, 
My life to come make sure at this life's end, 
Grant me confession, Lord, before I die, 
And guide my parting soul to realms on high. 

As to the nature and purpose of the two lateral compart-
ments, this subject has been already discussed in the foregoing 
number of these Proceedings. Some support seems given to the 
idea of a confessional use by the presence of two small square 
sections let - into the panels on the east side behind the tracery 
heads indicating the position of former apertUres, also of a 
small aperture on the west side of the screen, in the door of 
the south compartment. 

Ecciesiologist, xxi. p. 172: Dr J. C. Cox, Church 'Times, March 8, 1907: 
'Rood-screens of East Anglia,' by J. Piggott, Junr., F. SA. , in Proceedings 
Camb. Ant. Soc. 1st series, Vol. iii. (1839), p. 280: Proceedings Camb. Ant. 
Soc. May, 1908: Lyson's Nag. lint. (Cambs), p. 59. 
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2. The screen ackosq the tover-arch may perhaps have' come 
from another church, as it has some appearance. of being mide. 
for a rood-screen. It consists of a series Of rectangular headed 
compartments containing tracery of .'a very rich, and elaborate 
design :and  shering a peculiarity in• .the formation of the ogee 
beads of. the lights. These are not cusped but finish with 
a continuous, curve, giving a festdoned effect. They may be 
compared with the tracery heads at Kiowle (Warwickshire), 
Swinnerton (Shropshire), and a few others in Midland or 
North-western districts. The tracery is of the curvilinear type, 
similar to that at Chatteris, and illustrations .are given she - wiling 
the comparison (fig. 1). The dado-rail is delicately carved, 
and there are some tracery headed panels in the doorway. 

Haddenham. This screen, which was an exceedingly fine 
one, was removed from the church thirty-five 'years 'ago when 

"7• ,fi/ J (i  JJ,'f I  

• ' 	 Fie. 7., 

the •. rebuilding took place, and has since been stored in the 
workshops of Messrs Rattee and Kett in Cambridge, but owing 
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to a change of vicars and scarcity of funds, the reconstruction 
which was always intended has not yet taken place. The 
present Vicar is anxious to put this work in hand, 'and it is 
to be hoped that funds will be forthcoming. The screen is of 
the Chippenham type. We' give an illustration sheying the 
tracery head over the south half of the central doorway; the 
rest of the openings containing canopies similar to those of 
Chippenham, Strethan etc. The lower panels are rich and 
good, and the framework very well moulded. 

Hardwick. There was formerly a post-Reformation screen 
of classic design in the chancel arch, having a central panel 
over the head covered by a pediment sustaining a gilt cross. 
This was removed some years ago, and unfortunately no trace 
of it remains. 
• •Ecclesiologist, Vol. ii. p. 172 (1843): Eec. Guide, 1884. 

Hariton. The church contains a stone screen which is, 
however,' only a remnant of a once fine work. ' It dates from 
the sixteenth century, to which period the whole church prob-
ably refers. The screen consists of a number of plain cinque-
foiled headed lights, mounted on a plain tone breastwork, with 
a simple battlemented cornice, and a very solidly built central 
doorway with' a four-centred arched head and small buttresses 
on east side. There seems no doubt that altars were once 
attached to the two breast walls on the west, and there is 
reason to suppose that a single screen, possibly a wooden one, 
originally ran in advance of the stone one some .fee't to the 
westward, and that the rood-loft extended over in this di-
rection. The rood-loft staircase is in the north pier of the 
Chancel, and the doorway opens about two feet above the 
head of the screen. There is a small aumbry, or recess, 
about 10 in. high and 9 in. wide, in the wall on the north 
side' of the doorway. - 

The remarkable stone reredos upon the 'east. wall of the 
chancel of this church must be noticed. It consists of thirteen 
small niches in a row under the east window; perfect in their 
detail, and two other niches with ornamental canopies, one on 
each side of the window. • - • 
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The old fronts of the chancel stalls with the poppyheads 
still remain, and are returned against the screen, but they 
contain a good deal of modern work, especially in the backs. 

Harston. The rood-screen 'is modern, but a few old oak 
traceried heads are nailed on to its panels. They are of late 
Perpendicular work, and of no special interest. "The ,screen is 
designed to match them, but is of a poor type. 

The pulpit is fine, and of dark oak, dating from the 'middle 
of the fifteenth century. Its panels are very well traceried. 

Haslngfield. A rood-screen of Decorated character was 
standing in the church until about 1870, or later, but in a 
mutilated condition. No trace of it now remains in the church, 
but it is possible that some fragments have been preserved. 

Piggott's 'Rood-screens of East Anglia,' Proc. Camb. Ant. Soc. 1869: 
Ecc. xxi. p. 172: Camden Soc. Guide, 1844, p. 27. 

Hauxton, St Edmund. The fifteenth century rood-screen 
with its doors, and part of the framework of the rood-loft, were 
standing subsequently to 1861 in the northern chancel arch, 
the mouldings of which we 

' 
re cut away for their insertion. The 

loft was supported by a coving (see description in the Eccie-
siologst for 1861). All is now gone, and there remains the 
narrow Norman archway with the evidence of two lateral stone 
altars, the walls on each side 9f the arch being recessed. The 
recess on the north side is richly moulded, the work being of 
thirteenth century character: that on 'the south side is plain, 
but contains a very well preserved fresco shewing a half-length 
figure of St Thomas A'Becket. The remains. -  of the altar on 
the south side appear to be of twelfth century date to judge 
by' the character of the bases of the corner shafts. On this 
side the plinth remains with about 9 in. of square stone above 
it.. On the north side the plinth only' remains.' ' 

Hinccton. The rood-screen contains a fair amount of, old' 
work in the lower panels on both sides. Those on the north 
have plain cinq.ue-'foiled arched heads, under carved spandrels, 
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the curve of the heads and the cuspings being Of a' quite 
peculiar nature. They may be compared with certain, frag-. 
ments preserved in the University Mueum of Archaeology,, 
the shoulders of the arches are lifted, giving an ellipsoid effect 
on the south side the spandrels are not foliated but are plain 
sunk. In the clerk's pew on the north side of the nave are 
considerable remains of the old screen; these comprise three 
large traceried panels, the tracery being about 2 ft. high by 

and another one which is narrower and 
of an unusual design. 
1 ft. 4 in. wide '(fig. 8),

-  I 

'11! 
LLJ 	 . 	 L-LL 

- i6' 	- -. 	-- 

FIG. 8. 

Horningsey, St Peter. The lower panels of the rood-screen, 
curiously painted, were standing in 1844. 

Paley, Eec. Guide, 1844. 

Horseheath. The chancel-screen remains, and is of- fairly,  
good fifteenth century work. It stands' in a lofty and narrow 
archway, this churOh being one of those which provided space 
for lateral altars. All traces of these, however, have been swept 
away except a carEopied piscina in the angle of the south wall 
of nave, which appears to be of early fifteenth century date, 
and a sedile formed in the window adjoining. The rood-loft 
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is on the north side, both doorways being visible. All the old 
benches in this church have been, cleared out and pitch-pine 
pews substituted. 

- The pulpit is a barbarous composition in white stone. 

Ickletort. The screen is of late fourteenth century date, 
early Perpendicular 'in design,, and very' finely proportioned, 
consisting of a series of tall and slender. divisions with 
rectangular heads and tracery' for the upper half of their 
length. Not many years agp,, it is stated, a rood-loft of 
Decorated design, richly traceried on the underside, was 
standing over this screen; it had finely carved 'spandrels. 
This work was standing in 1869 but .traces of it have 
disappeared. 	 S 	

S 	 S  

J. Piggott, Proc. Gamb. Ant. Soc. for 1869, p.  280: Lyson's Magnc& 
Britannia (Cambs). Measured drawing in Bond and Cam,m's Roodscreens' 
and Roodlofts, Part vs.  

,Impi-ngton, St Andrew. The rood-screen was cut up early' 
in the nineteenth century, but some fragments were preserved 
and utilised in the backs of the benches. The work is described 
as being of good character. 

, S 

Paley, Ecciesiologist's Guide, 1844.  

Isleham. There was a very interesting seventeenth century 
chancel screen standing, in this church until quite recent years; 
but it has disappeared and all trace of it seems lost. 

Camden-Soc. Hints to church Builders, 1842. - 

Kennett. The rood-screen' is still standing and is of 
fourteenth century character. It was in a much mutilated 
condition some years ago but retained traces, of old colour 
decoration.  

Piggott, Cansb. Ant. Soc. 1869, p. 280:- Lyson's 2Jfag. Brit. p. 59. 

Kingston. The rood-screen was described as being quite 
perfect in 1844, but' it is to .be feared that it has since suffered 
mutilatiOn.- It is described as being a rather 'commonplace 

- work of late Perpendicular design. 	 - 	- 
Camden-Soc. Guide, 1844, p.,19.  
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Kirtlinçj. The rood-screen is described 'by J. Piggott as 
a work of Decorated period. He speaks of it, as being sadly 
defaced at the time 5he-wrote. All is now gone. The rood-loft 
stair is visible. S S S  

Piggott,.' Rood-screens of East Anglia,' Camb. Ant. *Soc. 1869, p.  280. 

LancTheach, All Saints. The church contains some fine 
carved woodwork said to. have been brought from Jesus College 
Chapel. 	S 	

S 

Camden Soc. Guide, 1844, p. 6. 

Leverington. Prior to 1849 the east part of the north aisle 
was divided from the nave by a screen. 	S 

Hist. of Wisbeach, p. 503, Vol. ii. 	
S 	 ' 

• Litlington. There is a good Perpendicular rood-screen' of 
five divisions, with rectangular heads containing simple tracery. 
The doors are perfect, and the head retains its old strawberry-
leaf cresting in a rather mutilated condition. An' interesting 
feature of 'the screen is the double dado-rail with its sunk 
enrichment. This in the doors takes the form of a very 
beautiful vine-leaf scroll.- 

Littleport. A rood-screen' of Perpendicular character is 
described as standing in the church in 1869. It has since 

• been removed, and nothing now remains. S  
Piggott, 'Rood-screens, of East Anglia,' Proc. Camb. Ant. Soc. 1869, 

p. 280.  

Lolworth. The rood-screen, which is of an interesting, char-
acter, was removed from the church at a restoration in 1891 
and carefully stored away by the contractors, Messrs John Saint 
and Sons of St Ives. The greater part still exists, but is much 
decayed. Designs have been prepared for reconstruction, but 
the work has remained in abeyance owing to lack of funds. 
The screen was of five divisions, each of two lights, cinque-
foiled, the heads being richly traceried with panels of g*.  
design probably of early fifteenth century date.  

• Camden Soc. Hintsto Church Builders, and Eec. Guide, p. 14. 	, 
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• Melbourne. The rood-screen is in perfect order, and is 'a 
very dignified composition. The design is entirely unlike ny 
other screen in the county, and is altogether of an exceptional 
nature. The work is probably early fifteenth century in date. 
The screen consists of three principal divisions, each subdivided 
into five, the heads being rectangular and filled to the extent 
of nearly half their - length with tracery of an elaborate and 
peculiar nature. Large flat ogee canopies extend over each 
main division, and within each narrow light beneath are 
similar foliated canopies. The dado-rail is carved, and the 
lower panels shew some very good Perpendicular tracery. The 
screen is 13 ft. 6 in. in height. 

Notes by Rev. J. Hamilton, Vicar. 

Meidreth. The rood-screen was described by J. Piggott; 
F.S.A., in 1869 as being of Perpendicular character.. 

Proc. tJarnb. Ant. Soc. 1889, p.280. 

Milton. There is here a chancel-wall forming a sort of 
mural screen as at Hauxton, and shewing on the south side 
of the Norman arch a small arched recess for an altar. The 
stalls are Jacobean, and the altar-rails, which are -very good, are 
of the same date. 

Newniarket, All Saints. The chancel screen of oak is 
modern and was presented within recent years by the Ham-
mond family. S 

Newton, St James, Wisbeach. There is an oak chancel 
screen which was erected in 1893. Until the middle of the 
nineteenth century there was a screen standing in the chancel 
arch. 	

• 	 S 

lust, of Wisbeach. 

Oakingtoh, St Andrew. The lower panels of the old rood-
screen (six divisions) are preserved in the south aisle.. They 
are of late fourteenth century date and retain much old colour, 

	

• the groundwork of panels being green and red alternately, 	S 

C. A. S. Comm. VOL. XIII. 	 5 
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with white diaper of leaves and flowers. The flat mouldings 
exhibited .a blaCk enrichment on white ground, and the carved 
spandrels are• gil1. 

Paley, Eec. Guide, 1844, p. 14. 

Orwell. The rood-screen was standing at no distant date, 
but is now removed. It is described as being of Perpendicular 
pattern. 

J. Piggott, 'Rood-screens of East Anglia,' Proc. Gamb. Ant. Soc. Vol. III. 

(1869), p. 280. 

Over. The rood-screen is of fifteenth century type, with 
arcaded heads, there being three divisions each side of the central 
opening. The lights are wide, and retain their tracery, but the 
crocketed, canopy work formerly attached to the face is gone. 
The tracery, is similar to that at Teversham, Stow-cum-Quy, 
and elsewhere. The ribbed vaulting remains on the east side 
but has disappeared from the west. The panels below the dado-

'rail have the peculiarity of being pierced. The screen has been 
painted dark. 

S 

There is a fine seventeenth century pulpit with a sounding 
board having a cupola shaped top. 	 - 

Outwell, St Glen-tent. The rood-screen is described as having 
been of very good character with Perpendicular traceried heads, 
and retaining some ancient colour. It has -been removed from 
the church within recent years and it is feared that it has 

• perished.  
In 1849 there was a parciose screen' standing to the north 

chancel chapel. Nothing now remains in the church. 
Hist. of Wiâbeach, P. 159 

Fampsforcl. The chancel screen is in black oak,. 'and 
consists of rectangular divisions, with simple tracery, of fif-
teenth century type, similar in design to the south chantry. 
screen at Willingharn: there are four divisions on each' side of 
the doorway. There is a divided dado-rail pierced with square 
quatre-foiled openings as at Willingham. These were probably 
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intended to enable those who knelt at the screen to see through. 
The door-head is nicely traceried, and the mouldings are carried 
down the jambs, shewihg no rebate for door; there is a simple 
moulded and battiemented cornice. ' 

Sawston. This church, until about 1870, contained parciose 
screens of rich Perpendicular work, e* nclosing the ends of both 
aisles, but. they have now disappeared and cannot be traced. 

The rood-screen was sawn down before 1844, and was at 
that date lying in a chantry chapel. The remains have dis-
appeared. 

Slielforci, Great. The rood-screen is still standing but' in a 
mutilated condition, having been shortened at both ends to fit 
it into the chancel arch. There remain three central bays 
perfect and the halves of two more divisions north and south. 
The screen is a fine composition of very early Perpendicular 
type, with wide lights, each subdivided traceried mullions 
into three compartments, the heads being filled with delicate 
tracery of the period, and arcaded for vaulting, but all traces of 
vaulting, cornices and crestings are now gone, and a modern 
top has been added. The door-head has a very graceful curve. 
The type is unlike that generally found ih Cambridgeshire, and 
appears to have more relation to screens of Herts or Kent. 
There is a good deal of ancient colour decoration which has 
been much renovated. The rood-loft staircase is on the north 
side... 

In the north aisle is a parciose screen of simple Perpendicular. 
design, enclosing a former chantry. 

The pulpit is Jacobean, of fine design, with. a canopied 
sounding-board... 	 - 

Shelforci, Little. 1. The rood-screen was removed early in, 
the nineteenth century, but a portion was preserved for some 
years In a disused sacristy. There are other pieces of carved 
woodwork in the church said to have bçen brought from, other 
churches. On each side of the choir are seven bays of panelling 
repainted with brattishing above enclosing small shields alter- 

5-2 
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nately. èharged with a blue'cros's On white gi'ound and vice 
versa. ' 	* 

2.' There was, until recent years, a triple ôhancel arch in this 
church, but it has now been• destroyed. This is a matter for 
great regret, as the triple arch is a feature of peculiar interest 
in the . history of our .screenwork, and there' is nothing of the 
kind now left in the County. '. 

Bond and Camm, Rood-screens and Rood-lofts, Part i. Section 1.: 

Francis Bond, Screezs and Galleries (for Triple Arcades). 

Snailwell. The rood-screen is of late fifteenth centurydate, 
with rather elaborate tracery heads, but the work is not of the 
best' quality. 'Along the 'head is a hollow moulding containing 
patera. The compartments of the screen are of 'varying widths, 
and the tracery is a1teied to suit' them. ' In the north. aisle i 
a chantry enclosed by 'sCreenwork of Perpendicular type, having 
some interesting details. The lower panels have' well carved 
spandrels shOwing birds and other designs. 

Soharn. The roOd-screen is modern, and not specially good, 
but there remains in the north transept a screen to the north 
chancel chapel of very beautiful fourteenth century -design. -It 
is of three divisions, the lateral ones being divided by a 
traceried mullion, and the arrangement of -the heads is like that 
at Bourne or Comberton, with compound tracery consisting of 
richly carved' ogee canopies and lesser tracery in conjunction 
with them (see fig. 4 a). The lower panels are richly carved,' 
and the screeI retains its coving and corniCe complete with 
a very elaborate and beautiful cresting ofgreat depth standing 
over a smaller Cresting 'which surmounts the coving: It retains 
a great deal of old colour and gilding, and was very carefully 
restored in 1880. Five coats of arms are described in Cole's 
MS., 'but these have now disappeared. They' are reproduced in 
Mr Olorenshaw's work. 

There appears to have 'been anciently a. stone screen, in this. 
church on which were two ambones or 'pulpits. This species 
of choir enclosure is, very rare in England, and perhaps the only' 
specimen now surviving from mediaeval times is that at Nant 
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'wich in Oh'e'shfre.. The 'type is common in Italy where it. is 
fouiid.. in'. great. variety. . Its existence in Sóham church' is 
recorded. in the will of Richard Sokborne, viàar, date 1502,, in 
which he requests that he may be buried.-in the chancel 'of the 
church between 'the. ambones. (Inter- Ambones .Scilieet j 
Lectoria.) 

Some of the old chancel stalls with their carved subsellae 
are preserved in the tower, and are very fine. 	 - 

Cole's MS. Brit. Museum: Ecciesiologist, xxi. p. 172: Notes on Cambs. 
Churches, 1827, p. 56: Notes on Church of Soham, Rev. J. R. Olorenshaw, B.A. 

Stow-cum-Quy, St Mary.' There is a rood-screen of six 
traceried compartments of good early fifteenth century character, 
similar to that at Teversham. This has been partly restored, 
but the vaulting has not been replaced. 

Stretham. The church has been rebuilt, but the old rood-
screen has been re-erected, and is in very good order. The 
lights are arcaded and set in rectangular heads, with carving 
in the spandrels, and contain foliated canopies with tracery 
over, the 'type being similar to 'Chippenham, Wilburton, etc. 
(fig. 9); the detail is exceedingly good, and the crocketing 
shews great variety and delicacy of treatment. The date 1440 
has been given for this screen. 

Swaffham Prior. A rood-screen of oak with rood-loft and 
traceried parapet complete, supporting a crucifix and figures of 
SS. Mary and John, has been erected within the last few years 
to the memory of Dr Allix, but is altogether a beautiful piece 
of work, and amongst the most satisfactory of modern examples. 

Swavesey. The chancel screen is modern and of fairly good 
character, vaulted on one side. There ,are also. parclose screens 
to north and south aisles 

'Tever.ham. The rood-screen, which is of simple early Per-
pendicular character, is airly well preservd but .th aulting, 
and  cornices are missing. ,The date is. probably early 'fifteenth 
century; the tracery of the lights is like, that of the screens at 
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Over -and St6w-cum-Quy. One panel on each side of central 
mullion on south side of screen has a Jacobean insertion shew-
iñg a plain serniàircular head. There are traces of ancient 
colour on the screen.' 

Ecciesiologist, XXI. p. 172: South Kensington List of Painted Screens, 
P. 28. 	* 	 - 

AP 

FIG. 9. 

Triplow. The roOd-screen is of Decorated workmanship 
and probably dates from the latter part of the fourteenth 
-century. It consists 'of three open arcades in oak, with well-
designed heads, cinque-foiled, and enriched with feathered cusp-
ing. An illustration of this screen has been given in the iat 
number of these Proceedings. This screen is of special, interest, 
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for in the original Iñdentüre for the ,'erection of the iood-sëreen 
in the chuich of St Mary the Great, Cambridge, occurs the 
following passage: And the briste of the sayd new rodde 
lofte schal be after and accordyng to the briste of ye rodde 
lofte within ye parisshe chirche of Tripplow in all maner 
housyngs, fynyalls, gabeletts, formes, fygures, and rankenesse of 
werke, as good or better in every p 

Ecciesiologist, xxi. p. 172: Hints to Church Builders, Camden Soc. 1842: 
Uarnb. Ant. Soc. 1st series, No. 10 (1869); p. 65. 

Trumpinyton. The rood-screen in this church was probably 
a work of some magnificence, but it has been cut down to the 
dado-rail, and now only the lower part remains showing a 
series of very beautiful panels with arcaded heads filled with 
curvilinear tracery, the spandrels being carved in a very original 
manner with grotesque heads.and foliage. The dado-rail is 
enriched with an incised vine-leaf scroll. Small buttresses are 
attached to the standards, following the usual arrangement in 
the screens of the county, and the feet of the panels are orna-
mented by a band of tracery about 6 in. deep 'in which foliated 
quatrefoils alternate with small upright panels. , The method 
of cusping shows that this screen is of fifteenth century date. 
The ancient colour remains in .a very perfect state. The panels 
are alternately red and green with a diaper of gold and black 
rosettes. The colour was renovated in 1856-57. 

Wentworth. This church retains a remnant of a very 
beautiful old rood-screen of early fourteenth century date, 
incorporated , with a modern framework. The tracery heads 
are: original' and are of a very graceful curvilinear type with 
'flamboyant cusped openings (fig. 10).. The formation of the 
cusps 'shews the early date. The head is well. moulded and 
slightly undercut. The lower part of the screen has ,  been 
entirely reconstructed with a hagioscope rail, but is 'not very, 
good in point of detail. The turned shafts supporting 'the, 
tracery are also modern and fairly good.''.At present a row Of 
candlesticks has been set above, the head, and there is no 
cresting. ' 

Ecclesioloçjist, xxi. p. 172. 
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Whtc1don. An old oak screen of good Perpendicular work 
* 	is 'mentioned as tanding in the church at a recent date. 	- 

- Hints to Church Builders, Camden Soc. 1842. 	 - 
Whittlesea, St 

Mary. This- church 'contains an "ancient 
'rood-screen which has preserved to some extent its ancient 
colour. On one panel is visible a large painted I.R.S. in the 
original colour. 

Paley, Notes on Twenty Pcirish Church, hurches around Peterborough, p. 24. 

• 	
FIG. 10. 	 • 

• 	WMttlesford The ,  rood-screen has gone, but there remain 
two carved oak parciose screens on the south 'side of chancel, - - 
and these' are of fairly good design, the tracery being a little 

- like that at Comberton, but much plainer. The style is prob-
ably late fifteenth century.  

There are some good stalls remaining in the chancel, and 
some handsome carved benches in the nave, which shew a sunk 

• strawberry-leaf cresting over a trefoiled arched head with 
foliated cusps and double feathering, the spandrels being nicely 
carved. - • • ' ' 

Paley, Ecc. Guide, 1844. 	- 	- ' 	- • - 
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Wickhani, #'es* t. The chancel screen, which is of simple 
Perpendicular type, has been removed to the tower arch. It 
originally consisted of two divisions on each side of 'central

' 
'

doorway; the trcery heads are very shallow and of no special 
interest. There is a small embattled cornice. The lower panel's 
-are are gone,' and only four or five divisions of the upper compart-
inents with their tracery remain. 

There is a new rod-screen of very fair Perpendicular 
design, but like so many modern works its main framing is not 
sufficiently solid, or substantial, for good effect. 

On the north side of nave there remain three old benches 
of black' oak, with ends of 'very 'quaint' design,' only about 
'2 ft. 3 in. in height and very roughly executed. 

- 	Wilburton. The screen is a fine work of the best early 
Perpendicular type, with. arcaded tracery heads, of the same class 
as those at Stretham and Chippenham (see fig. 2 a). A notable 
feature of this screen is the duplication of the cuspings and the 
canopy work, which appears on each face, giving great richness. 
The crockets are of very original design, being varied for each 
light, and those over the doorway represent a series of cocks 
with large' combs or crowns. The lower panels are very good 
and contain some charming grotesque figures in the spandrels, 
and reproduce the character of the upper tracery' to some 
'extent. The screen was ably restored and the vaultings are 
now perfect On both sides; an excellent cornice has been added, 
giving the whole work a completeness which makes the screen 
a model for other restoration work in the county. Part of the 
cresting on the east side is ancient. 

The chancel stalls are modern but well planned, and return 
against the east face of the screen. 

In the nave are one or two quaint little póppyhead bench-
ends. 

Wilbraham, Little, St John. The remains of' a rood-sôreen 
of' late Decorated work were standing in this church in the 
"early part of the nineteenth century. The door to the loft is 
in the south wall.,  

Eco. Guide, Camden Soc. 1844.' 
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Willingham. There are. three screens in this church as 
follows: ---- , 

The rood-screen. Of this the only original portion 
remaining is the dado. The lower panels of both north and 
south sides are of excellent design with traceried heads and 
retain a quantity ,  of old colour, red, green• and white. The 
upper portion of the screen has been entirely reconstructed 
from an old draw:ing which was found in the parish about 150 
years ago. An estimate for repairs and a drawing were pre-
pared by a local carpenter, and these are now in the posses-sion 
of the rector. 

The, south chantry is enclosed by screenwo'rk of-fifteenth 
century date, simple and vigorous in character,'and of the same 
type as the, screen at Pampisford. The rectangular lights 
contain simple Perpendicular tracery and the dado-rail is dupli-
cated and shews a continuous series of pierced quatrefoil open-
ings. There is some fine carving in the spandrels of the lower 
panels; shewing leaves and grotesque face. This screen retains 
'its old colour, chiefly red and yellow. The chapel it encloses is 
known as' the Brune Chapel. - For 'some years it was .used as ,a 
day-school, but more recently the ancient altar slab, which was 
buried in the north aisle, has been' restored to its place. Both 
'this and the screen to the north chapel have been -carefully 
restored in memory of the late rector by members of his family. 

- (3) The north, or Ely Chantry, is enclosed by a beautIful 
- -old screen which is probably the earliest in the county, and 

cannot be much later in date than 1300. The tracery is of the 
earliest curvilinear type supported upoit turned shafts, with 
delicately moulded caps, bases, and bands. The dado panels 
are plain,'büt retain some old colour with a curious diapering 
of popinjays or parrots on a red ground. 
- There is an early fifteenth century oak pulpit of excellent 
design agreeing in style with the rood-screen. - 

Ecclenologist, xxi. p'. ,172, Notes on leaflet distributed in church. 

Witc/iam. The rood-screen is of very late and thin Perpen-
dicular work, and there are 1QW folding doors with cinque-cento 
panelling of Marian date. It is very 'probable that 'the, screen 
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itself may be referred to the same period. Over the screen is 
now fixed a

'
parapet of open panels with cinque-foiled arched 

heads and carved spandrels From the fact that these do not 
agree in width with the lower openings it appears that they 
could never have formed a dado to the screen, but are more 
probably the panels of the old rood-loft refixed in this position 
after the removal of the loft itself. 

• Wood Ditton. A rood-screen of Perpendicular work is 
standing in the church. It is described as a neat piece of 
workmanship. • • 

J. Piggott, 'Rood-screens of East Anglia,' Proc. Ca?nb. Ant. Soc. let 
series, Vol. in. p. 280. 	 • • 	• 

.:;__" 
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